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1.

Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to show an area of grammar that the
existing model of generative grammar cannot account for without recourse
to complicated ad hoc rules. The surface phonetic form of the tones is
unpredictable, and furthermore an adequate representation of the underlying structure of these tones seems difficult to find. The unpredictability of the output structure is due to the ambivalent nature of tone, which
in Kinyarwanda and in other Bantu languages as well, can be (a) a feature
on the syllable as well as (b) a syntactic morpheme.
To illustrate this, I will limit the analysis to the verb morphology.
Kinyarwanda, like other Bantu languages, is agglutinative. For instance,
tense markers, subject pronouns (agreement), object pronouns (clitics),
case markers (benefactive, instrumental, locative ... ), voice (passive,
middle), and aspect are morphemes affixed to the verb as illustrated in (1):

1)

Baarab(kubitirgwaga
'They used to be beaten for that.'

<

ba 1-aara-bi-kubit-ir 2w-aga
they-past-it-beat -ben-pass-asp

This language has two phonological tones, high (H) and low (L). Vowels
are either short (V) or long (VV). Phonetically, short vowels appear as
either H (~), L (v) or F (=falling)(v). Long vowels surface as either 1L
(vv); HH (~); LH (~); HL (vv) or LF (vv). Low tone will not be marked
again in this paper. For a detailed discussion, see Kimenyi [1976]. In
the penultimate position of the infinitival form, the sequence HH is not
attested because of the existence of a tone anticipation rule in this lan-

*I have received valuable comments on the early version of this paper
from Baruch Elimelech and Larry Hyman.
lThe vowel a is always deleted if it precedes a morpheme beginning
with another vowel.
2A consonant is always inserted between a consonant and a glide: the
epenthetic consonant takes the articulatory features of the glide and agrees
in vOlclng, nasality and spirantization with the preceding consonant (for
detail, see Kimenyi [1977a]).
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guage. The final vowel -a, which comes after the verb stem, always carries
L tone. The F tone is underlyingly H, and all Hs derive from the next syllable on the right. A F does not surface on the onset of a long vowel, nor
in word-initial position. Anticipation is blocked if the H is on the coda
of a long vowel. These rules are formalized in (2) and illustrated in (3):
2)

a.

,

A

V ~ V

condition:
3)

lumu + gabol
liki + gegal
lumu + gorel
laka + masu/

I u + nol
I ba + nol

lumu
luku
lumu
liki
lumu
lumu

'

not{~V---}
vv

v is

+ aanal
+ ~ezil
+ ~endal

+ aapal
+ aami I
+ e~ngel

umugabo
ikigega
urnugore
akama'fAu
uno
bano
umf)aana L
,

,

A

A

Ukw~ezi
umf)~~nda

(kaapa1
umf)aami 2
umf)eenge L

b.

V ~ vi

CV
condition: 'VvV

'man'
'storehouse'
'woman, wife'
'trap'
'this one'
'these ones'
'child'
'moon, month'
'debt'
'traffic signal'
'king'
'hole'

In the remai.nder of the paper we will see instances in which the rules
given in (2) apply. But in many more cases, it will be shown that the
phonetic tones of the verb forms are not predictable, since the underlying
tones of the same morpheme seem to differ in some tenses. To make the
presentation clear and convincing, I will give examples of monosyllabic
verbs since in this language each infinitival verb form can have only one
lexical high tone, no matter how many syllables it happens to have--the
cho.ice of monosyllabic examples does not mitigate the force of our argument. Since vowel length is contrastive, the monosyllabic verbs under investigation are either of the shape -CVC- or -CVVC-. Therefore we may expect two t~es of tones to occur in each: -CVC stems will appear as ei~her
-CVC- or -CVC-, whereas the phonological tone of -CV~G- is -CVVC- or -CVVC-.
The verb -kbr- 'work, do', will be use~ for the -CVC- stem, -kin- 'play'
for -CVC-, -kUund- 'like, love' for -CVVC- and -geend- 'go, leave' for
-CVVC-.
As indicated in (1), the finite verb has as obligatory morphemes the
subject agreement, the tense and the aspect markers. Optional morphemes
that appear on the finite verb are (i) ni- ruld the negative marker for
independent clauses, nti-; (ii) the negative marker for subordinate
clauses -ta-, which comes after the subject agreement; (iii) the object
clitics, of which there can be a maximum of four, appearing between the
tense marker and the verb stem; (i v) the morpheme . - na- 'also', which
appears between the tense marker and the object clitics; (v) the extensions
which come after the verb stem; and (vi) the locative suffixes, just after
the aspect marker. The order of these morphemes is given below;
4)

{n~gl } ) -Subj . - (neg;» -Tense-( na) - (Obj . ) -Verb-( suff. ) -asp-( loc. )
nl
Agr.
Cl.
Stem
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Neg and neg are exclusive. The aspect markers are -a(~a) imper~ective,
and l _(v)ye· 2 perfective. The locative morphemes are -mo and -ho. The
morphemes that appear in the tense slot are the following:

5)

-ra-zaa-aal-aara-rakYaa-ka-

present/near future
future
near past
remote past
still
narrative/consective

-raka-ooka-aa2- i i-¢l-

-rh-aar

2.

hortativel
hortative2
conditionall
negative imperative
habitual
participial
conditiona12

Tone Realization of Simple Tenses

In Table 1, the uses of these tenses with the four types of verbs are
illustrated. Only one subject agreement marker, ba-, will be used in
the paper for clarity of exposition. On the right are given the phonetic
realizations.
These tenses will be grouped into different classes because of the
effect they produce on the underlying tones of the verb stems. The tenses
that keep the lexical tones of the verb and let the tone rules given in (2)
apply, such as the -ra-, -aa-, -ka-, and -rakYaa- tenses, will be
called the lexical tone keeping tenses; the others will be labelled the
lexical tone neutralizing tenses because they seem to give the same tone
to all verbs, regardless of their underlying tones.
Group two tenses are in turn subclassified into 4 categories: (i)
tenses that lower +.he verb stem tone (e.g. -zaa-, -raka-, and -4-, the
future, hortative and habitual formatives); (ii) tenses that lower the
stem tone but put a H on the syllable preceding it (e.g. -0- and -ooka-,
the participial and hortative markers); (iii) tenses that put a H on the
stem, namely remote past -aara-; and finally (iv) the tenses that put H
on the last syllable of the finite verb: -aa- and -i i-, from the if
clause of conditionals and negative imperatives respectively.
The imperative tones are classified in group 2(i) also, because they
lower the whole verb:

6)

Im12erative

Verb Stem

asp

-kor-kin-kuund-geend-

-a
-a
-a
-a

Phonetic realization
kora
kina
kuunda
geenda

Gloss
'work'
'play'
'like'
'go'

The infinitive is classified among the lexical tone keeping morphemes:

a.

b.

Table 1. Tone realization of simEle tenses
barakora
f.
ba-ra
-work-a
ba-zaa 4
-work- a
H
L
barakina
-play-play1
!
HL barakuunda
-like-likeH1
they-future -go -imperf. 11
they-present-go _imperf. 11 barageenda
H

ba-aal

H
L
HL
11

baakoze
baa k i nre
baakuunze
baageenze

ba_ka 3 ,4

H
L
H1
11

bagakora
bagak ina
bagakuunda
bakageenda

-work-ye
-play-likethey-nr.past-go -perfect

c.

-work-a
-play-likethey-consec.-go -imperf.

d.

ba-rakYaa -work-a
IH
'L
-playHL
-likethey-still -go -imperf. 11
ba-aa~

e.

II

they-cond j

H
-work-a
L
-play-likeIH1
-go -imperf. LL

g.

,I
II

h.

barakYaakora
barakYaakina
barakYaakuunda
barakYaageenda

i.

baakora
baakina
baakuunda
baageenda

j.

ba-raka 3

bazaakora
bazaaki na
bazaakuunda
bazaageenda

-work-a
H
-playL
-likeH1
they-hort'l -go -imperf. LL

baragakora
baragak ina
baragakuunda
barakageenda

ba-01

-work-a
H
-playL
-likeH1
they-habit. -go -imperf. L1

bakora
bak ina
bakuunda
bageenda

ba~

bakora
bak ina
bakuunda
bageenda

02

-work-a
H
-playL
-likeH1
they-partic.-go -imperf. LL
ba-ooka 3

-work-a
-play-likethey-hort. 2 -go -imperf.

H
1
H1
L1

boogakora
boogaki na
boogakuunda
bookageenda

I
3 The morphemes /ku-, -raka-, -ka-, -ki-,-ta-/ are voiced if they occur before a stem with avoiceless initial consonant (Dahl's law). For detailed discussion on this, see Kimenyi [1976b].
4 The

tional

future -zaa- tense can also be combined with the consecutive -ka- tense, or the condi-aa-, as shown below:
a.
kora
work
b. baazaakora
work
.
play
ki na }
baazaaki na
{play}
,
'if they will
bakazaa{kuunda 'and then they wlll{like}'
ba,haakuunda
like
geenda
go
baazaageenda
go

Table 1. Tone realization of simple tenses, cont.
k.

l.

ba-aara

-work-ye
-play-likethey-rm.past-go -perfect
ba-aa
they-condo

-work-a
-play-like-go -imperf.

H
L
HL
LL

baikakoze
baarakinfle
baarakuunze
baarageenze

H
L
HL
LL

baak6ra
baak( na
baakuunda
baageenda

-work-a
H biik6ra
L
b i i k (na
-playHL bi ikuunda
-likethey-neg.imp.-go -imperf. LL b i i geenda
Glosses:
a. 'they V'
f. 'they will V'
b. 'they V-ed'
g. 'may they V'
c. 'and then they V-ed'
h. 'they V habitually'
d. 'they are still V-ing' i. 'them V-ing'
e. 'they would V'
j. 'may they V'
k. =b._l_. 'if they V-ed' in_.__ 'they shouldn't V'

Table 2.
a.

b.

c.

Doubt

ba_ra S

bakora
bak ina
bakuunda
bageenda

d.

ba-Ih

bakora
bak ina
bakuunda
bageenda

e.

ba-zaa 6

bazaakora
bazaaki na
bazaakuunda
bazaageenda

-work-a
-play-likedoubt-they-present-go -imperf.
-work-a
-play-likedoubt-they-habit. -go -imperf.
-work-a
-play-likedoubt-they-future -go -imperf.

ba- i i

m.

-work-ye
-play-likedoubt-they-nr.past-go -perfect
ba-aal

baakoze
baakinfle
baakuunze
baageenze

ba-aara

-work-ye
Ibaarakoze
-playIbaarakinfle
-likebaarakuunze
, "
doubt-they-rem.pst-go -perfect baarageenze

Glosses:
a. 'are they V-ing?'
b. 'do they V?'
c. 'will they V?'

d.
e.

'did they V?'
'did they V?'

6There is another way to express this, namely:
b' 'a{kora }' ·11 th
{work}?,
aza kuunda
Wl
ey like·

, kina }
bazaa{geenda

'will they {play}?,
go
.

w

o

--J

3o/:l

7)

Infinitive
ku-

Verb Stem

asp

Phonetic realization

-k6r-kin-kuund
-geend-

-a

gukora
gukina
gukuunda
kugeenda

'to
'to
'to
'to

work'
play'
like'
go'

How can we account for the tone rules of these tenses in a unified
way? The best way to do this is to posit two types of tones, Tl and '1'2.
'1'1 is the feature on the syllable or the lexical tone, whereas T2 is the
morphological tone. As has been observed elsewhere [Kimenyi 1976 ], lexical
tones are characterized by a binary feature, ±High, since L tones don't
play any role in the tone rule formulation of lexical tones. Note, however,
that in the case of morphological tones, low tones are very significant.
For this reason, morphological tones, T2 , wi+l be classified into two types
of tones, '-,'1'2 and ET2. aT2 tones are tIle ones that are toneless and therefore let the tone anticipation rule apply if its structural description is
met. ST2 tones are those morphological tones that neutralize the lexical
tones. aT2 are thus equivalent to lexical L tones, since they allow the
tone anticipation rule to apply. ST2 tones are also realized as either L
or H. In order to distinguish them from lexical tones, they will be marked
by a prime marker (').

8)
Since a lexical H tone is neutralized before a ST2 tone whether it is
L' or H', and since as will be shown, the tone anticipation applies among
ST2 tones, we can propose the following tone hierarchy (TH):

9)

TH: { L }
aT2

<

H

<

{L'}
H/

where the sign
takes precedence

<

means greater than or

The tone anticipation rule has to be reformulated as follows:
10)

a.

b.

H ->- L/

In other words, the tone anticipation applies the way it was formulated in
(2) if the morphological tone before a lexical H is toneless. The lexical
tones are lowered before or after morphological tones, L' or H'. The rules
given in (10) are indeed responsible for the 4 types of tone realization
observed in Table 1. The -ra-, -rakYaa-, -ka-, and the -aa- forms are
derived by rule lOa. The f, g and h tenses in Table 1 are derived by R.10b,
in which case these tenses are supposed to have in the underlying representation a L. The remaining 3 types of tone realization in Table I--types
i-j; k; and I-m--are derived by both R.lOa and R.IOb. Lexical tone in i-j
is neutralized after the H morphological tone. Participial tone can be
reconstructed as H in T,he syllable preceding the verb stem ann the underlying representation of the hortative is -ooka-. The remote past is represented by -a~ra- pIus a H on the verb stem. In the case of the 1 and m
forms, the H is on the last syllable but realized on the stem per RIOa and
RIOb.
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3.

Complex tenses

The tenses given in (S) can be combined with some other tense morphemes
such as subjunctive, doubt mood, conditional, relative and negative, and
thus result in more C~l'nl,:', tenses. It is precisely in these instances
that it will be illustr~ted that their tonal output structure is not derived
but memorized, since there doesn't seem to be any general way their surface
forms can be accounted for in the present generative framework. Tenses
that appear in the subjunctive are given first, then come doubt tenses,
relative and conditional tenses. The section concludes with negatives.

3.1 Subj~ctive. Only three tenses, present, near future and distant future, (-ra- ,-ra-, -zaa-) can appear in this mood.
11) a.

ba-ra 5
-work-e
they-present-play-subj.
-like-go

bakbre
bak(ne
bakuGnde

'they should V'

bage~nde

b.

-ra
-work-e
-nr.fut.-play-subj.
-like-go

barakore
barak i ne
barakuunde
barageende

'they should V'

c.

-zaa
-work-e
-rm.fut.-play-subj.
-like-go

b,b,jakbre
b,haakfne
b,haakuunde
bazaageende

'they should V'

How can we derive the tones in the tenses above? If we posit the subjunctive tone as a final H, we will get the phonetic realization by applying
the tone neutralization rule in (10) and the tone anticipation rule in (2).
Note, however, that thmrule, even if it gives the right result for (llb) ,
is not general, since the data in (llb) and (lle) are not obviously derived
by these rules. Each tense seems to have its own subjunctive tone, thus
the near future (lib) would have a final L in order to get the right results
The distant future would have two Hs, namely the final H and the H on tre
tense marker. Clearly, some generalization is being missed here.
3.2 Doubt. As the name indicates, doubt mood is used to show uncertainty.
The tenses that appear in this mood are present, habitual, future, and both
recent and remote pasts (-ra- 5 , 0, -zaa-, -aa-, -aara-). Since this mood
is solely indicated by tone, it will be placed before the subject agreement.
Table 2, which follows Table 1, p.
,shows the Doubt mood forms.

5Note that in all these cases, the morpheme -ra- is deleted: but
this shows that positing such underlying representation is already the incorrect approach.

The underlying doubt tone can be posited as H on tbe first vowel of the
finite verb. The rules that we bave formulated earlier give us the right
phonetic output for at least the first three terwes. The lexical tones
are neutralized as predicted by rule (10) and the doubt tone falls, as
dictated by rule (2a). The neutrali zation rule doesn't apply to the recent past (Table 2, form d), however, since the lexical tones are retained.
Note also that in the remote past (form e) an extra H is added on the verb
stem. It is clear that the phonetic output of many tenses cannot be predicted all the time.
3.3 Relative. Verbs in relative clauses are marked by a H. The same
t,one is shared by verbs in "that" clauses. Tenses that appear in relative
clauses are: present, habitual, future, recent and remote pasts, conditional
and "still" (-ra-, -0r-, -zaa-, -aa-l,-aara-, -aa""2, -rakYaa-). These
forms are tabulated in Table 3.
In the the a, b, d, f & g forms, the relative morpheme is a H marked
on the last syllable of the finite verb. The phonetic tones in these tenses
are derived by the rules that we have posited. Note, however, that the
relative marker in the future and remote past is marked differently. In
the future tense, this tone is marked on the onset of the tense marker.
We observe also that in this instance. the lexical tones are not neutralized.
In the remote past, the relative tone is marked on the coda of the tense
marker. This is a problem for a theory that would posit the same underlying
tone to all relative tenses.
3.4 Realis conditional. This mood is marked by the morpheme ni- (probably from the copula nil which, like the negative marker nti-. precedes
subject agreement. It is used in two tenses, present and future (-ra- ,
-zaa-) .
ntbakbra
H
'if they V'
12) a. ni- ba_ra 5
-work-a
nibakfna
L
-playHL nlbakuunda
-likerc-3pp-present-go -imp. LL nibageenda
b.

ni- ba-zaa

-work-a
-play-likerc-3pp-future -go -imp.

H
L

HL
LL

nibazaakora
'if they will V'
n i bazaak ina
nibazaakuunda
nibazaageenda

As we can see, this mood neutralizes the lexical tones and bears different
tones in the two tenses. In the ~ form, the first and last syllables of
the verb have a H; whereas in the ~ form, the morphological tone is marked
as a H on the tense morpheme. In the latter tense, tone neutralization
doesn't take place as in the former.

3.5 Tenses that take the negative nti-. In the independent clause the
negative morpheme is nti-. In Table 4 we find the allowable tenses after
this negator: present. recent and remote pasts, future, conditional:then

clause, consecutive, subjunctive and "not yet" forms (-ra-, -aa-l,-aara-,
-zaa-, -aa-2,3, -ka-, -e, -raa-).
As we can see, the negative tone is marked differently depending on
the tense. In some tenses, it is marked by a complete lowering of the
finite verb, as in the Table 5 i & £ forms. In the present, the negative
tone is marked as H on the last syllable of the verb. In the future, i, it
is marked by a H on the tense marker. The same tone is marked on the
"not yet", or j form. Notice that in both i and j the tense markers behave
like toneless morphemes (aT z) since tone neutralization does not take place,
the lexical tones remain and the tone anticipation rule is not blocked.
In the ~ form, negation is tonally marked on the H subject agreement. In
£, negation is realized as H on the negating morpheme. In the remote past,
~, negation is tonally marked on the coda of the tense marker.
Obviously,
the same negative morpheme cannot be posited for all tenses.
3.6 Tenses that take the -ta- negator. As mentioned earlier, the negator -ta- is used in subordinate clauses: doubt mood, "that" clauses,
relative clauses, conditionals, participials, gerunds and relatives. We
see these forms displayed in Table 5.
The gerund is always preceded by the copula -ri. It takes the noun
class marker bu- (14). It ends with the subjunctive marker -e and has
future reference. Gerunds and infinitives negated are demonstrated in Table

6.
In many tenses, the negative marker can be reconstructed as a toneless
morpheme, since' the verbs that have it are identical to their pos.i ti ve
counterparts. Compare the conditional forms in Table 1, 1 , with Table
5 ~ and d/7. Note that in Table 6, the main verb in the gerundive also
has the same tone pattern; other, non-conditional, forms in Table 5 with
this tone pattern are: d/l,2, and 4. The affirmative gerund is part of
this pattern: buk6re, buk(ne, bukuunde, bugeende. In Table 5 a and c/l,
negation is marked on the last syllable of the verb stem. We note also
that the tones of the tense marker also appear in 5 a and c/l--compare
Table 1, l, and Table 2,~. In d/6 of Table 5, the negative marker produces
a lowering on the verb. If the negative infinitive's tones are derived
by the tone neutralization rule, the anticipation and the falling rules,
then the underlying tones would be three Hs, one on the aspect marker,
another on the verb stem and the third on the negator.

4.

Conclusion

This paper has shown that in order to capture what is going on in
the tones of the simple tenses, one has to recognize the following:
i. Some grammatical tones are considered toneless, which means
that phonologically, they behav- like lexical 1s and thus allow application
of the tone anticipation rule.

ii. Lexical tones are neutralized before grammatical tones so that
a high tone verb stem and a low tone verb stem are realized in the same way.
iii. There exists a tone hierarchy; lexical tones neutralize before
grammatical tones and some grammatical tones neutralize before other grammatical tones.
Although the phonetic tones of simple tenses can be predicted, it has
been observed that they cannot be generated in the usual way. This is due
to the fact that we cannot tell how the underlying representations of these
tenses should be formulated. The same morpheme (relative, negative, doubt
••• ) has different underlying tones depending on tense. Even where the
underlying tone representation is straightforward, it is not easy to gen~
erate the tones since one would have to tell beforehand which tones were
going to neutralize before the others. This observation makes it unlikely
that these tones are derived.
I conclude, therefore, that all these complex tenses are memorized
by native speakers rather than generated. The grammar that I am proposing
is of course very complex and misses some important generalizations; but
then there is no proof that simpler grammars are the psychologically real
ones. The phenomenon that we are facing is indeed not unnatural. We are
dealing with morphological rules, thus some parts of the grammar, namely
morphology and the lexicon, have to be memorized, whereas phonological
and syntactic rules are generated.
The irregularity of tone behaviour in this language would have the
same explanation as that of rule morphologization in general. Usually
phonological rules apply mechanically if their structural descriptions are
met. Phonological rules become morphologized, however, if they destroy
the paradigm or render opaque the grammatical function of the morpheme
[Kimenyi, in preparation]. That is, languages have strategies for keeping
the semantic information unaffected. We have noted that lexical tones are
neutralized before morphological tones. This is so because morphology is
very crucial in communicating both semantic and grammatical information.
There is a possibility also that some types of information might be
more important than other types. This would explain the neutralization, in
certain complex tenses, of some grammatical tones before others. The combination of tenses, in this instance, have been lexicalized, so to speak,
and constitute for the native speaker one "psychological" tense. There is
in fact some morphological evidence to support this hypothesis. First,
have observed that not only tones, but also segmental morphemes, neutralize.
Thus the present and the habitual come out the same in relative and negative forms (Tables 3 & 4, forms ~ & ~).
In some cases the tense markers of negative verbs are different from
their affirmative counterparts. For instance, the present marker is -rain the affirmative but -0- in the negative; the "still" tense is realized
as -rakYaa- in the affirmative but -ki- in the negative. The hortative
morpheme is -raka- in the affirmative, but -ka- + subjunctive ending

Table 3.

a.

b.

c.

-work-a
-play-likerel·- 3pp-present-go -imperf.

bak6ra
ba k f na
bakuunda
bageenda

-work-a
-play-likerel-3pp-habit. -go -imperf.

bak6ra
ba k f na
bakuunda
bageenda

HL
LL

b,haakora
bazaakina
ba zaa kuu nda
bazaageenda

H
L
HL
LL

- ba-ra 5

- ba-01

- ba-zaa

-work-a
-play-likerel-3pp-future -go -imperf.

d.

- ba-aal

baak6ze
baakfnpe
baakuunze
,
A
a

-work-ye
-play-like-

r

Table 4.
a.

Relative

nti- ba-ra 5

IH
IL
HL
ILL

nh i bakera
nhibakrna
nhibakuunda
nhibageenda

b.

nt i- ba-01

-work-a
-play-likeneg-3pp-habit. -go -imperf.

H
L
HL
LL

c.

nt i - ba-zaa

H
L
HL
LL

===-==

e.

- ba-aara 5 -work-ye
-play-likerel-3pp-rm.past-go -perfect

baakoze
baakinpe
baakuunze
baageenze

f.

- ba-rak Yaa 5-work-a
-play-likerel-3pp-still -go -imperf.

bag i k6d 3
bagikfna
bagikuunda
baki geenda

L
HL
LL
H

L

g.

1

- ba-aa 2

-work-a
-play-likerel-3pp-cond. -go -imperf.
Glosses: a. 'who V' b.(=a) c. 'wh
H lid. 'who V-ed' e.(= d) f. 'who are
L g. 'who would V'
HL

baa k6ra
baak(na
baakuunda
baageenda
will V'
still V-ing'

Tenses that take the negative nti-

-work-a
-play-likeneg-3pp-present-go -imperf.

-work-a
-play-likeneg-3pp-future -go -imperf.

H

I

d. nt i - ba-aa 1

nhibaakoze
nhibaakinfle
nhibaakuunze
nhibaageenze

nh i bakera
nhibakfna
nhibakuunda
nhibageenda

e. nt i- ba-aara 5

-work-ye
-play-likeneg-3pp-rm.past-go -perf.

nhibaakoze
nh i baa k i nfle
nhibaakuunze
nhibaageenze

nh i bazaakora
nh i bchaaki na
nhibazaakuunda
nhibazaageenda

f.

nt i- ba-raka 5 -work-a
-play-likeneg-3pp-hort.l -go -imp.

nh fbagakore 3
nhfbagakine
nt;)fbagakuunde
nhfbakageende

-- =

-- =

-work-ye
-play-likeneg-3pp-nr.past-go -perf.

I

=

=

--

=

=

=

~

=

-

-

=

Table 4.
g.

h.

IH

nti- ba-rak Yaa 5-work-a
-playIL
-likeHL
neg-3pp-still -go -imp. LL
-work-e
-play-likeneg-3pp-nr.fut.-go -subj.
nti- ba-ra 5

Glosses: a

H
L
HL
LL

=b

d =

'they don't V' C.
e 'they didn't V' f.
Table 5.

a.

b.

-work-a
-play-like(part)-3pp-neg-partic.-go -imp.
- ba-ta -02

- ba- ta-aa

(cond)-3pp-neg-cond.
c/l
- ba- ta-ra 5

-work-a
-play-like-go -imp.

Tenses that take the negative nti-,
nhibagikora 3

- ba- ta-zaa

-work-a
-play-likedoubt-3pp-neg-future -go -imp.

nti- ba-zaa

-work-e
-play-likeneg-3pp-future -go -subj.

H

j.

nt i- ba-raa

H

-work-a
-play-likeneg-3pp-not yet-go -imp.

'they won't V'
ljg. 'they don't V anymore'
'may they not V' h = i. 'they shouldn't V'

nh (bi3zaakore
L nh (bazaaki ne
HL nh (bazaakuunde
LL nh (bazaageende

nh i baraakora
nhibaraakina
HL nhibaraakuunda
LL nhibaraageenda
L

j.

'they haven't
V-ed yet'

Tenses that take the -ta- morpheme
badakora 3
badak1na
HL badakuunda
ILL batageenda
H
L

bataakbra
bataak1 na
HL bataakuunda
ILL bataageenda
H

Ilc/3

c/4

L

- ba- ta-aal

bataakoze
bataakinre
bataakuunze
bataageenze

- ba- ta-aara

bataar<3koze
bataarakl nre
bataarakuunze
bataarageenze

- ba- ta-ra 5

-work-ye
-play-like(dbt)-3pp-neg-nr.past-go -perf.
-work-ye
-play-like(dbt)-3pp-neg-rm.past-go -perf.

badakbra 3
badakfna
badakuunda
batageenda

d/l

-work-a
-play-like(rel)-3pp-neg-present-go -imp.

badakora 3
badak f na
badakuunda
batageenda

H batazaakora
L batazaaki na
HL batazaakuunda
LL batazaageenda

d/2

-work-a
-play-like(rel)-3pp-neg-habit. -go -imp.

badakora 3
badak f na
badakuunda
batageenda

H
-work-a
-playL
-likeHL
doubt-3pp-neg-present-go -imp. ILL

c/2

i.

nhibagikina
nhibagikuunda
nhibakigeenda
nhfbakore
nh (bak i ne
nh (bakuunde
nhfbageende

c~nt.

- ba- ta-01

d/3

d/4

d/5

Table 5.
-work-a
-play-like(rel)-3pp-neg-future -go -imp.

Tenses that take
H batazaakora
1 batihaak ina
H1 batazaakuunda
11 batazaageenda

-work-ye
-play-like(rel)-3pp-neg-nr.past-go -perf.

H
1
H1
11

bataakoze
bataakrnf1e
bataakuunze
bataageenze

H
L
H1
11

bataakoze
bataakinf1e
bataakuunze
bataageenze

- ba- ta-zaa

- ba- ta-aa 1

_ ba- ta-aara 5

-work-ye
-play-like(rel)-3pp-neg-rm.past-go -perf.

heme, cont.
ta-rakYaa 5-work-a
-play-like(rel)-3pp-neg-still -go -imp.

d/7

- ba - ta -aa
(rel)-3pp-neg-cond.

IIGlosses :

a.
b.
c.
d.

Table 6.
a.

ba- ri # bu- ta-work-e
-play-like3pp-cop # 14-neg-go -subj.
Gloss:

H
1
H1
1L

~1ore

bari.
bad
bari
bari

forms that take the

budakore 3 ,7
budakfne
budakuunde
butageande

'they won't V'

b.

-ta-

-work-a
-play-like-go -imp.

batagikora
batagikina
batag i kuunda
batakigeenda
bataakora
bataakfna
bataakuunda
bataageenda

'them without V-ing'
'if they don't V'
1. 'aren't they V-ing?'
2. 'will they V?
3 ; 4. 'didn't they V?'
1; 2 = 3 'who don't V'
4 ; 5 'who didn't V'
6. 'who don't V anymore'
7. 'who wouldn't V'
morpheme

ku- ta-work-a
-play-likeinf. -neg-go -imp.
Gloss:

H
L
H1
11

kudakora
kudakfna
kUdakuunda
kutageanda

'not to V'

7If the main verb has an auxiliary, the negative marker can be marked either on the auxiliary
or on the main verb. The other way to negate would be as follows:
kore

nhibari

bU{kkr~edA}
uun e
geande

'they don't V'

on the verb in the negative. The remote past morpheme in the affirmative
is -aara- but -aa- in the negative. This suggests, I believe, that
affirmative and negative tenses are independent of each other, not derived
from the same sources.
It seems also that the tenses in independent clauses are independent
of those in subordinate clauses. They are, as in the case of affirmative
versus negative, marked differently in some cases. We have noted already
that they have different negative markers, for instance, -ta- for subordinate, but nti- for independent, clauses. As in negative verbs, the
morpheme -ra- is always deleted., the "still" tense is realized as -kiinstead of -rakYaa-, and the remote past morpheme is -aa- instead of
-aara-. A grammar that would posit the same underlying structures, to
both affirmative and negative tenses, on the one hand, subordinate and
independent forms on the other hand, would not only be unmotivated but
also unnatural.
If I am correct in the explanation given here for grammatical tone
neutralization and its lexicalization, future research should be devoted
to grammatical tone hierarchies in order to predict the direction of tone
change in the Bantu verb system.
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